
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Venue: Laidley Showgrounds, Macgregor St, Laidley  
Date: Saturday, 6 April 2019 
 
Vetting: Formal vetting will not be conducted; 
however the club reserves the right to vet any dog 
present on the grounds on the day. 
 
Competitor Sign In:  9:00AM 
Field Open for Practice: 9:15AM-9.45AM (No Dogs 
allowed) 
Competitors Meeting: 9:45AM 
Judging Commences: 10:00AM 
Order of Judging: As per entry schedule.  
 
Prizes: Prizes for 1st, 2nd & 3rd overall for each 
division in each event. 
 
Meals: Lunch & Dinner options available for 
purchase.  
Facilities:  Toilets & showers are located on the 
grounds.  
Camping: Camping available at $20 per site per 
night.  
 
Head Judge: Emily Ward  
Senior Judge: LeAnne Wegner  
 
 

CONDITIONS 
# Competition to be held under the Rules and Regulations of Canine Disc Australia (judging/scoring details for all events will be announced by the 

judge prior to the Event). and must adhere to the General Ground Rules of the Maximum Air Disc Dogs Inc... 
# All dogs and handlers must be a member with CDA.  

# Organisers reserve the right to refuse entry. Any dog who has had contact with an infectious disease (except kennel cough),  will be excluded from 

any CDA event for 18 days post contact. If a dog on club grounds is established as having an infectious disease (except kennel cough), then all dogs 

on the ground are excluded from CDA events for 18 days. 
# Any dog who has kennel cough, or is in the same household as a dog known to have Kennel Cough is excluded from any CDA sanctioned event for 

21 days from the onset of clinical signs of kennel cough...  

Entry Fees: 
$5 Per Round of Competition payable for each 
Dog/Handler Team wanting to participate  
 
 
If received no later than 5:00pm, 3 April 2019 
 
        ** No Late Entries Will Be Accepted ** 
 
Entries Close With:  
K9 Entries - www.k9entries.com/cda/  
 
Remittances: To be made in favour of Maximum Air 
Disc Dogs Inc or MADDI 
 
Direct Deposit is our preferred payment option. 
Wide Bay Australia 
BSB: 645646 
Acct No: 105279986 
 
** Participants must be a member of CDA to  
                     enter these events. ** 
 
Please ensure you use the CDA handler number 
as your payment reference. If we cannot match 
your CDA number with your entry, you will be 

considered not to have paid. 

Class 

No 

Class Description  

1A Discentric Game 

2A Freestyle Skills Super Pro Div 

2B Freestyle Skills Pro Div 

3A Toss & Fetch Masters Div 

3B Toss & Fetch Open Div 

3C Toss & Fetch Excellent Div  

3D Toss & Fetch Beginners Div 

3E Toss & Fetch Junior Div    

4A Fast 50 Game  

5A Toss & Fetch Masters Div 

5B Toss & Fetch Open Div 

5C Toss & Fetch Excellent Div 

5D Toss & Fetch Beginners Div 

5E Toss & Fetch Junior Div  

 

Events Schedule 

For All Canine Disc Rules and Judging Criteria please follow the link to the CDA Website...             CDA Competition Rules 

Enquiries: LeAnne Wegner 

Mobile: 0414 676 588 

Email: leanne@bpet.com.au 

 

Any online entry submission queries 

please email k9entries@gmail.com  

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjh2uvfwoXhAhVVFHIKHclgA04QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.daycarefordogs.com.au/biscuits/&psig=AOvVaw13IA0I5ItE2W4Njt0m3UMX&ust=1552786522325143
http://www.k9entries.com/cda/
http://www.caninediscaustralia.com.au/


 

1. The thrower is restricted to the use of a maximum of two of the same discs for this game. 
2. This is a 60 second timed event.   
3. The handler and their dog must both be behind 

the throwing line and within the playing field 
before time can commence.  

4. After receiving permission to start from the Line 
Judge, time will commence dependent on the 
timing system used by the host club. After the 
start the dog may be anywhere on the field to 
complete the challenge.  

5. Each Disc must be thrown separately. The dog 
does not need to return the disc before the next 
disc is thrown.  

6. Teams must first make a successful catch in 
one of the two Centre “Target Circles” before 
moving into the Throw Circle to continue the 
game. The Throw Circle will be a 7ft (2.1mtr) 
diameter circle from the centre of the field 
clearly marked.  

7. In order for the catch to be deemed successful, 
the dog must catch the disc while they have at 
least 1 paw within the specified scoring zones, or all 4 paws in the Centre most “Target 
Circle”.  

8. Teams score points by strategically making catches in different scoring zones.   
9. Only throws caught by the dog within the scoring zones will score points. The score is 

calculated based upon the lowest scoring paw/s at the time the catch is made (on the 
ground catch) or where the paw/s land after making a mid-air catch. A paw on the line 
shall score to the lower of the points possible. No additional points are scored for an in-
the-air catch.  

 
The following summarises the point scoring zones.  

 
Target Circles (active only until the team’s first successful catch)  

 10 Points = this is a 7ft (2.1mtr) diameter circle from the centre of the field clearly marked, 
all four paws required in this zone to earn 10 points.  

 1 Point = this is a circle with a 10yard diameter outer line & 7ft diameter inner line from the 
centre of the field, at least 1 paw in this target circle is required to earn 1 point and allow 
teams to move into the Throw circle to continue the game. 

 
Scoring Zones (Once a team has made a successful catch in a target circle zone and moves into 
the Throw Circle the following zones become active.  

 0 Point = this is a circle with a 10-yard diameter outer line & 7ft diameter inner line from 
the centre of the field, at least 1 paw in this scoring zone earns teams 0 points.   

 Points = this is a circle with a 20-yard diameter outer line & 10-yard diameter inner line 
from the centre of the field, at least 1 paw in this scoring zone earns teams 2 points.  

 Points = this is a 30-yard diameter circle from the centre of the field, at least 1 paw in this 
scoring zone earns teams 3 points.   

 4 points = this is the area beyond the 3-point circle and within the boundaries of the playing 
field, a successful catch in this zone earns teams 4 points.  

 
The qualifying score in the Discentric Game is a minimum of 18 Points. For more information 
please see the Canine Disc Australia – Rules & Regulations https://caninediscaustralia.com/rules 
 


